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1. INTRODUCTION TO VVER-440 MODEL V-213 GENERAL PLANT DESCRIPTION

The Nuclear Power Plants with soviet design water-cooled water-moderated VVER-440 model V-213
reactors of second generation are improvement of VVER-440 model V-230 first generation. In comparison
with NPP with VVER-440 model V-230 the VVER-440 model V-213 generation are equipped by improved
safety systems.

Safety Criteria

Despite of separate lacks, the soviet design NPP VVER-440 type, (irrespective of model), have positive
properties, from the point of view to safety in comparison with analogy water-water reactors of western
countries, including the following:

» Rather small of Reactor Core power density, large stock of coolant water in Reactor Coolant System and
feedwater in Steam Generators,

° Opportunity of cutting of Main Circulation Pipes from reactors by Coolant Isolation Valves.

VVER-440 model V-213 generation is equipped by considerably improved safety system. They in majority-
cases are separated from systems of normal operation. The V-213 installation has emergency cooling system,
and which are designed for operate of the whole spectrum of possible failure with loss of coolant accident,
including break of the main circulation pipeline (Dia: 500 millimeter). NPP with VVER-440 model V-213
reactor type have hermetic compartments system with condensed installation of bubble type. This system is
also protected from break of main circulating pipeline.
The following acceptance criteria are used to analysis of accident on VVER-440:
• Fuel cladding temperature - not more than 1200 degree Centigrade.
« Local oxidation depth of the fuel rod cladding - not more than 18 percent of the initial wall thickness.
" Total fraction of the zirconium reacted - not more than 1 percent of its mass in fuel rod claddings.

Comparison with analogous hiPPs

In table 2-1 the main design data of VVER-440 model V-230, V-213 installations are resulted. For
comparison to appropriate installations the VVER-1000 model V-320 and installation "Escort"-1300 of
KWU German firms are resulted.

Table 2-1: Comparison of important design parameters ofVVER type
and "Escort" type installations

Parameter

Thermal Power

Electrical Power

Efficiency

Reactor Core
average thermal load

average power density

Dimension

Megawatt

Megawatt

percent

Watt/sin. 2

kW/liter

VVER-440
V-230, V213

1375

440

30

43.8

86

VVER-1000

V-320

3000

970

30

56.8

107

Escort-1300

Emsland NPP

3765

1314

33

61.3

93
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average burnup

Fuel Assembles
type of assembles

number of assembles
number of fuel rods in
assemble
active length

outside diameter

wall thickness

cladding material

Control Rods and
Assembles
number of assembles
type of assembles

absorber material
Reactor system pressure

Secondary system
pressure

Coolant temperature on
inlet/outlet of reactor

Number of coolant loops

Number of turbines
Rotation number

Volume of coolant in
primary system
Volume of coolant in
primary system relatively
to power
Main Circulation Pipes

inside diameter

pipes material

main isolation valve

Steam Generators

MW day /kg 29

millimeter

millimeter

millimeter

Megapascal

Megapascal

degree of

Centigrade

hexagonal lattice

with cover
312
126

2500

9.1

0.65
Zirconium cube-
type

Zr & 1 % Ni

37
dual assembles

steel

12.2

4.6

265/295

6

1 2

rotation/min
m3

m3 /GWatt

millimeter

3000
215

183

500
austenite steel

used

40

square lattice

without cover
163
312

3550

9.1

0.65
Zirconium tube-
type

Zr & 1 % Ni

61
18 control rods on

each assemble

45

hexagonal lattice

with cover
193
236

3900

10.75

0.725
Zircalloy tube-typ

61
24 control rods on

each assemble
B4C | Ag80Inl5Cd5

15.7

6.3

290/320

4

1

3000
298

88

850
ferrite steel with

austenite weld
not used

15.8

6.4

291/326

A
~T

1

1500
372

61

750
ferrite steel with

austenite weld
not used
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type

heating tube diameter

heating tube material

Pressure Vessel
diameter

wail thickness

height without header

material less

millimeter

meter

millimeter

meter

horizontal

16

austenite steel

less alloyed steel

with austenite
weld

horizontal

13

austenite steel

less alloyed steel

with austenite
weld

vertical

19.7

incoloy

fine grain less

alloyed steel
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2. Temperature and pressure instrumentation in VVERs and
their testing

2.1. WER Reactor Coolant Temperature Monitor

Temperature data are collected from either thermocouples or platinum resistance
temperature devices (RTDs) at many locations in the primary and secondary
circuits.

There are about 210 sensors located at the core exit. These sensors are used in
measuring the power distribution in the core. Average coolant temperature is
measured by sensors on the primary coolant pipe near the reactor pressure vessel
inlet and outlet.

Safety Function. Measured temperature in the hot-leg RTD is used by the reactor
scram system to generate either an AZ-4 or AZ-3 emergency command when
temperature exceeds the 301 degrees Centigrade (574 degrees Fahrenheit) for
VVER-440 model V-213.

Non-Safety Functions. VVERs have a non-uniform radial power distribution, which
yields relatively small safety margins due to critical power ratios; this forces strict
monitoring of thermal power generation in the core. A large array of core exit
thermocouples is used to monitor the radial power distribution to help achieve
optimal power shape; actual power shaping is accomplished by manually adjusting
control rods. Hot-and cold-leg temperatures are used to update the plant thermal
balance, which is an input to the reactor power and turbine control systems.
Individual loop temperatures are monitored to prevent loop power imbalances.
Another set of RTDs is used in the cold-junctions reference of the core-exit
thermocouples.

Location. Core exit thermocouples are located just above individual fuel assemblies.
In VVER-440 model V-213, 210 of 349 assemblies are monitored. There are 36
thermocouples in the cooling loops of a VVER-440; three of them are associated
with each of the six cold legs and three with each hot leg. Platinum RTDs are used
as precision sensors at cold and hot circulation loop points, which make it possible
to perform more accurate coolant-temperature measurements at the reactor inlet and
outlet as well as to determine corrections for thermocouple measurements by
comparison of their readings with more precise resistance- thermometer readings.

Sensor Descriptions. Intense gamma radiation at the location of the core exit
thermocouples makes necessary the use of sensors with as small a mass as possible,
which also improves thermal contact between coolant and sensing elements. There
are special jackets at the fuel assembly outlets and in the upper reactor volume for
placing the chromel-alumel thermocouples with an insulated junction. The
thermocouple diameter, including stainless-steel outer sheath, is less than 3
millimeters (0.12 inches). Core exit thermocouples are combined into groups. Each
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group is associated with a cold-junction compensator, which consists of a passive
thermostat with internal temperature monitoring. Each cold-junction temperature is
monitored by two redundant RTDs. The coolant temperature monitoring system has
been determined to have an error of less than 0.5 degrees Centigrade.

Signal Interfacing. The temperature signals are routed from the primary system to
the IRM through 12-paired or 2-paired heat and radiation resistant cables.
Temperature signals are sampled into the IRM using an analog-to-digital converter
with a precision of 0.07 percent and with a 60 dB signal-to-noise ratio. The IRM
system is composed of functionally independent units. The unit outputs are
combined using a Camac-Vector framework channel into the monitoring system.
Signal Validation. The IRM system checks itself periodically for proper
functioning. The status of the program itself is monitored internally.
Validity of the thermocouple signal is determined by comparing it to RTDs located
in the vicinity. Core exit thermocouples are divided into groups and, assuming core
power symmetry, their measurements are compared to theoretical values. A
modification of this technique is used to assure that the thermocouple and RTD have
been properly reconnected following refueling. A preliminary evaluation can be
obtained using normal core temperature gradients at shutdown. Suspect units can be
further checked at low power by inserting a control assembly near the sensor and
observing that the temperature change occurs on the correct unit.

Note: A similar technique is used to determine if control assemblies are "stuck" in some intermediate
position in the core or that a assembly having insufficient worth has been installed erroneously. In
these cases, the individual suspected "stuck" low worth assemblies are moved individually within the
group of 6. A low worth or stuck assembly will be apparent by the decreased effect on the
temperature sensor located nearby.

2.2. How all this functioning in Paks NPP

There are 216 thermocouples to monitor the outlet temperature of coolant leaving
the fuel assembly and another six in mixing level (at the elevation where coolant
leaves toward the hot legs)

All these thermocouples are divided into 18 groups. Each group has its own
collector block (physically positioned at the top of the upper block). Guide tubes
(called protecting tubes) leads from measurement position to this collector block
inside the so called protecting tube system, which is a cylindrical construction
occupying the space above the core. It serves also to press down the elasticity the
core, to fix the position of individual fuel assembly, to guide the control and safety
rods (assemblies). The guiding tubes of thermocouples and incore instrumentation
are bend correspondingly to reach the core position and the collector block.

This upper collector block is very important from the point of view of hermeticity.
Each guiding tube is sealed in that block by expanded graphite, while the whole
block (diameter of which is about 15 cm) is sealed to its hole with double Ni ring.
Each thermocouple has outer diameter of 4 mm until the graphite sealing. Above
that sealing (2-3 cm from that sealing) the thinner wire of 2mm diameter follows
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today. In fact the outer screening tube is missing here, only the inner tube, which is
easier to bend exist here. It is hardly bend usually occupying the whole space to
ensure that this cable of would arrive to the upper part where terminal block is
situated. Near to this point the this screening is also taken away and two inner
thermocouple cable are attach to terminal block points by screws. Two Pt resistance
temperature meter are fixed also to the same terminal block. This is the cold
junction of the thermocouples and evaluation system (VERONA) ensures a
correction based on those two Pt resistance temperature meters.

From terminal block a cable leads to the next connecting point (at the upper edge of
the reactor vessel. This fixed cable travels together with protecting tube system
during maintenance work.

Experience shows that there is today a very little (very rear) need to exchange
(replace) thermocouples. Earlier times the single screened version had quite a lot of
failure but this double isolated 4mm cable could work for much longer period.
Nevertheless thermocouples are exchanged after 4-8 years of operation. Those
which are in wet channels are typically exchanged after 4 years. They could still
work, but due to wetness boron crystals are formulated and after long time it would
be impossible to remove thermocouple from the long rube (channel), which really
happened with earlier thermocouples. Thermocouples from dry channel are replaced
typically after 8 years of operation, the reason here is similar. There is always some
small probability of corrosion which means that thermocouple attaches to the wall
of guiding tube and cannot be removed. (Notice: In principle all thermocouples are
in dry channel, but due to not perfect technology of the tube welding some small
leakage were found in some tubes at during the first and second year of operation,
they number is not really growing. Since the upper sealing ensures that there is no
real leakage of the coolant via this tubes, it was not necessary to fix this problem,
finding the imperfection 'of the tube and repeating the welding in a place of high
radiation and difficult to access. Therefore tubes had been classified as wet and dry
and maintenance balance this problem.

From the mentioned problem it is also clear that there were cases, when due to
boron crystals or corrosion it was impossible to remove the thermocouple from the
tube. They were broken typically at the end, since there they have a tight hole to
ensure the good heat transmission from the coolant to the thermocouple. What can
one to do if a thermocouple is broken? There are two cases. Either one can still
fulfill the global and local condition for operating the given Unit or not.

Global condition for WWER 213 reactor is: at least 75% of all thermocouple should
work otherwise you should stop the operation. (Of course nobody would start a
reactor with 76% of operating thermocouples. This global condition includes not
only the working ability of the thermocouples but also the all the measuring lines
including sampling).

Local condition depends on core monitoring system requirements, in fact on its
ability to interpolate unmeasured values. In Hungarian WWERs using VERONA
system for core monitoring this local condition sounds that in the grid of
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thermocouples (its pitch is two assembly distance) at least two must work in every
area.

It is rather easy to fulfill the first condition. It would mean that you may operate
your WWER Unit with 54 bad thermocouple readings. But it can very easily happen
that near standing thermocouples have been damaged. In this case the only solution
is to drill the hole of those thermocouples which were broken at the very end. It is a
difficult operation but not impossible at all. .

The original thermocouples of TXA2076/3 type had 4 mm outer diameter stainless
steel steel tube 08H18N10T, in which two wires were positioned parallel to each
other and hold by granulated from MgO. The new type TXA2076/4 has two coaxial
protection outer tube form the same 08H18N10T material, with outer diameter of 4
mm the inner tube has a diameter of 2 mm. Inside the inner tube again the same two
wires has the same isolation material. The original thermocouples (Ukraine product
with single isolation) were frequently damaged since if there was a little wetness
they easily got into MgO insulation and it became thicker making impossible the
removal of the given thermocouple. Therefore they were first replaced with the
double isolated version. This construction has proved his ability to protect the
thermocouples. This Ukrainian product has been replaced by German HERAUS
firm production solely due to problems of availability of eastern market in certain
period of political changes about 4-5 years ago. German technology ensured also
less differences between thermocouples as the measurement show.

Experiences with theromcopules were collected in paper [Hamvas-Kalya, 1988], It
is obvious that to balance differences in production and building of thermocouples
one needs a correction. That correction factor is estimated during the intitial start up
of each new core load, before the real nuclear operation starts. At lower (than
operating) temperature 'they usually balance the whole pimary system
thermohidraulically. It is assumed that at this condition the average temperature is
the same in each position in the loops and in the reactor vessel. Having readings
(data) from thermoresistances (mainly from the loops) with accuracy better than 0.1
degree (Centigrade) one can settle a correction factor for each thermocouple
separately. This correction is hold for the given fuel cycle. According to the
experiences the magnitude of such correction factors became smaller when the new
double screened thermocouple type was introduced at Paks NPP and differences
between thermocouples (corrections) became less then 0.5 degree after introducing
thermocouple from firm HERAUS (Germany). Estimated correction for
thermocouples also shows a growing tendency with aging.

In Hungary a matrix program has been developed to ensure that temperatures
following from different coolant temperatures measured from different loops would
follow the mixing of the coolant in a correct way. Theoretical and experimental
investigation prove that about 75 % of the coolant comes from the given sector while
the remaining 25% is mixed from the other loop according to a matrix. Using this
approach the estimation can be improved by 0.5 degree.
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There exists an effect of radiation heating of thermocouples. This means that since
the thermocouples are positioned near to the top of the core they are irradiated by
an intensive gamma and a week neutron radiation. Absorbtion of those radiation
produces extra heat inside the thermocouple. If the thermocouple is positioned in
good contact with the outer protecting tube, then it is cooled by bypassing coolant,
and it measures the temperature of the coolant. If the contact is bad, thermocouple
does not sit in the right position, then heating from radiation cannot be removed
totally, consequently thermocouple will give higher readings than the real
temperature of the coolant. Bias can be considerable if the contact with the wall is
bad (high heat resistance, bad heat transmission). There have been experiments to
test maximum error (bias) from that source. Thermocouples were lifted about 2 cm
so they could not reach the end of the protecting tubes, the end of thermocouple was
at the elevation where the inner diameter is large (see Fig in case study for
thermocople psitioning, in Section 2.3.3). The maximum difference due to radiation
was found not larger than 1 degree Centigrade [private communication, no written
reference found!] There was an explanation on this unexpected low bias. There is
no way to ensure in such experiment that the end of the thermocouple would not
touch at all the inner wall of the wider section of the protecting tube, which has the
temperature of the outlet coolant, since it is washed by that coolant. In principle one
cannot exclude an unfortunate situation, when the end would not touch the inner
wall (see a solution for that later).

2.3 Testing temperature sensors during initial start up and during
normal operation

2.3.1. Temperature sensor positioning

Top of core thermocouples are very important sensors for core monitoring and

diagnostics of WWER reactors, but hey are equally important in each PWRs. Their

malfunction as well as their bad positioning would affect very much on reactor

calculation as well as on detecting hot spots or other effects important for safety of

the reactor core. Noise diagnostics technique is capable to test the correct

displacement of the thermocouple and also to monitor its aging or malfunction. We

can reach this goal combining two methods.

The first method is based on phase between the temperature sensor and one of the

neutron detectors [12].The second method uses the autoregressive modeling of the

single output of the tested thermocouple. Using the autoregressive model one can
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estimate the thermocouple response on single step. From this curve one can estimate

the time constant of the thermocouple in situ during normal operation without

disturbing the operation or function of the reactor or that of the thermocouple. Time

constant of the thermocouple is informative for its position as well as for its aging,

corrosion etc. therefore it can be used for the validation of the thermocouple both

its positioning and correctness. This methodology has been applied fruitfully in

several nuclear power plant and today simple versions built in a PC are available.

We can recommend that for thermocouple diagnostics and signal validation.

2.3.2 Estimating the Sensor Response Time Constant

Based on autoregressive modeling of thermocouple signals a step response

estimation is used for sensor response time estimation (see Figure 1.10. which

shows the step response curve for a thermocouple). Deviation of the estimated

response time from earlier estimates characterizes sensor degradation. In the case of

the start of the new core misplacement of the sensor can be also identified in this

way. In spite the fact that there is no clear physical background for a similar time

constant of a neutron detector, the same methodology has been successfully used for

monitoring of neutron detector degradation.

I AS order = 4
piHr AR = +

4C.+53+

ARcoeft

0

i.oooo " ^° 60 80 1 0 °
RESPONSE TIME at 66'A or total i.e. at 20th step, 1 step=lQCmsec

if the automatic sampling time has not been changed
speMS OTBexa Ha 20-OM wary

Fig. 1.10. Sensor time response estimation display

2.3.3. Testing the correctness of thermocouple readings by noise method during
normal operation of a PWR

It is well know that the noise-part contains valuable information on the validity of a

signal measured by a detector. There are different ways to extract this information. The

two main directions in this field are:
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- extracting information using mathematical methods

- knowledge based diagnostics.

Once the signal has been measured, there are different methods to get such parameters

which can be indicative to describe the exchange (misplacement) of malfunction of the

detector. Such methods are e.g.: autoregressive analysis, input-output modeling of the

system, correlation matrices etc.

The basis for knowledge based diagnostic is the knowledge gained during the

preliminary measurement in the system. This knowledge base then can be used for

expertise, when special problems occurs. Such example will demonstrated in the

following.

Such case has been reported recently [1], where the phase of cross power spectral

density measured between the axially placed neutron detectors was used to check the

correctness of mounting of the neutron detectors.'•a

Here another real case is presented, which shows how previously gathered noise

diagnostical results can be used in establishing answers to unexpected questions.

A case study

At the beginning of a new fuel cycle in one of the Unit of Paks Nuclear Power station it

was noticed, that one of the thermocouples shows a record sufficiently larger (on 3-

5°C) than the others. The ability of the thermocouple to work was first checked by

resistance measurement, which is a standard method to check the electrical wiring of a

measuring system. This check was negative; which means that the thermocouple

seemed to work well as an electrical device.

The next question was whether it measured the temperature of coolant leaving the

assembly outlet at all? The thermocouples are mounted in a special mantel in this

reactor. The cross section of the end of guiding tube and that of the mantel are shown

in Fig. 1. At the placing of a new thermocouple it is pushed through this guiding tube

while it reaches its end which is the correct place of the thermocouple. In this case the

thermocouple is in tight contact with the wall of the mantel, which is washed outside by

the coolant flow. It is supposed that the thermocouple measures the averaged

temperature of the coolant in this way.
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f-hermocouple thermocouple

manfel

a.)

thermocouple in good position

b.)

thermocouple in bad position

Fig. 1.
Cross section of the end of guiding rube of the thermocouple

If the thermocouple does not reach the end of the mantel it is not in contact with the

wall. Than due to radiation effects (the end of thermocouple is very near, about 40cm

from the core) the thermocouple can be warmed up to temperatures higher than the wall

temperature determined by the coolant temperature. So the question which had to be

answered was: is this the case, or the thermocouple measures the temperature of the

coolant (i.e. the temperature of the wall).

From utility people it was suggested to measure the time constant of the thermocouple

during operation, supposing that if there were no contact with the wall the time

constant (mainly due to larger transmission time from coolant to thermocouple) would

considerably increase. This check has been done by a power transient of 5%. The

result was not too convincing. The small differences between the measured time

constants of different thermocouples were in the range of the statistical error or/and

that of the manufacturing dispersion of such equipment. In fact the power transient was

not fast enough to expect on a real selective result [2].

The noise diagnostic method to check the validity of thermocouple reading

Using the knowledge gained in earlier measurements we suggested to use exclusively

noise methods to decide whether the thermocouple measures the temperature
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(fluctuation) of the coolant or something else. It had been known that there exists a

week coherence and a linear phase of cross power spectral density between the top-of-

core thermocouples and ex-core neutron fluctuations. This correlation was first found

in Borssele PWR [3], than later in other nuclear facilities [4, 5, 6]. The theory behind

this effect is as follows: The fluctuating part of the signal n(iw) measured by the ex-

core neutron detector is proportional to the power fluctuation P(iw):

n(iw) = eN.P(iw)= eN.G(iw).P(iw) (1)

(where e\, - detector sensitivity, G(iw) - reactor transfer function).

This power fluctuation leads to the temperature fluctuation of the coolant in the core via

heat emission fluctuation.

Q(iw,z) = h.F(z).P(iw) (2)

(h - general coefficient of transfer from neutron flux to heat production, F(z) - the

axial flux distribution).

This is integrated over the height of the total core. The temperature fluctuation

measured by the top-of-core thermocouples is:

Q.(iw,zT) =s.- e
t o 8 ' .}e / Q ) ( H- z )-©(ia),z)-& (3)

(where H - height of the core, ej - thermocouple sensitivity, dt - transit time from

assembly outlet to the thermocouple)

This integration leads to a formula which has also a linear phase with w. Thus one can

get linear phase of cross power spectral density between the temperature fluctuation at

the outlet of fuel assemblies and out-of-core neutron fluctuations.

. oH
sin _ -zcD-

CPSD (iw) = s r • s v • 2 . APSDP • e~iabt • e - (4)

(where APSDp - the power spectra of power fluctuation, and the correction on the

flux shape had been neglected)
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This had been discussed in more detail in [4]. The linear phase was connected to the

core transit time of the coolant. But the transit time found by this theory was

considerably lower than the actual transit time. Many papers dealt with this problem [5,

6, 7]. The first suggestion was to take into account the transit time differences in the

core and above the core (thermocouples are above the core on 40-50cm in different

types of PWRs). There was a suggestion to take into account the neutron flux shape.

Perhaps the most successful idea was which suggested that the time constant of the

thermocouple should be taken into account, because it is very near to the core transit

time.

The suggestion above, however, have no effect on our problem. On the other hand the

following facts stands: if the thermocouple measures the temperature fluctuation of the

coolant, than there must be a coherence between the top-of-core thermocouple and the

ex-core neutron detector signals, with a linear phase behavior, which is characteristic to

the given core. This fact had been demonstrated by numerous measurements, with

different pairs of detectors [8].

This effect was suggested to be used to prove whether the thermocouple was at his

correct place or not.

Measurements

To carry out this measurements a new set of measuring lines had to be set up, because

unfortunately the thermocouple to be investigated was no part of the existing noise

diagnostic system built by Central Research Institute for Physics. Using the standard

modules of that noise diagnostic system a complete new measuring set was built in

three days consisting of preamplifiers, amplifiers, disattaching power supplies, filters.

The first attempt to measure the effect failed because of a large interference with the

standard measuring system. Therefore a second fully isolated set was built in a week.

The following thermocouples and out of core neutron detectors were used in this

experiment (numbers stand for coordinates):

14-35 suspected

15-36 well known from other cores

14-37 near to suspected one

09-50 symmetrical to the suspected one

ex-core neutron detector JK17
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also signals from an in-core self powered neutron detector string (15-32) were

recorded to check the condition in that assembly.

On figs. 2-4. there are coherences and phases measured in this test between different

thermocouples and ex-core neutron detectors.
P2BSK.B [S8S.Jul.a5 -JK9"-"THS- a5:t['. .

A: no' sav B:RC/ SBV INST e/ie DUAL 1 x

X-- • 4228

P 2 B S K . SB 1 9 8 S . J v̂ . 1 . BS ~_JfCO " * — — T H S "
» R:f lC/ Slav B:BC/ SZCV INST 19/16 OUBL 1 K

Fig. 2.

Coherence and phase between an ex-core neutron detector (JK9) and a thermocouple

(TH5) in frequency range of 0-5 Hz, which was well examined in earlier measurements
• • j " K a. v • • —

3.S « V
e>

Fig. 3.

Coherence and phase between the ex-core neutron detector (JK17) and the suspected

thermocouple (14-35) in frequency range of 0-10 Hz
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Fig. 4.

Coherence and phase between the ex-core neutron detector (JK17)'and the

thermocouple (15-36) in the examined case, in frequency range of 0-20 Hz

Conclusion

Comparison of thermocouple spectra showed that all detectors were working similarly.

The coherence and phase between temperature and neutron fluctuations for the

suspected thermocouple were the same as for the others. The linear phase on Fig. 3-5.

can be attributed to the coolant flow in the core, thus the thermocouple measured the

fluctuation of the coolant. Therefore we concluded that the thermocouple was

positioned correctly, it was in contact with the wall of the mantel. This concludes the

case.
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2.3 Experiments during start up ofVVERs

The main aim of experiment carried out during start up every new core-load (at the
beginning of the fuel cycle) is to prove that the loading corresponds to the values
calclated with computer codes and that the condition for safe operation of the Unit
is fulfiled. The following measurement are typically carried out in each WWER
Unit

1. Approaching the Minimum Controllable Neutron Level
This is reached with withdrawal of the boron acid with a drift of max. 0.2 cent/min

2/ Testing of the connection of the Safety and Control assemblies:
At power level = 10"4 -10"2 %
Moving the actually selected safety assembly to 200mm level and control assemblies
from beginning position of 170-200mm to 150 mm and measuring the reactivity
change. (In Hunagry with a special system developed for thsi measurement. It uses
inverz kinetics approxmation with 6 delayed neutron groups)

3/ dr/dT measurement
At power level = 10"4 -10"2 %
There is no heat removal from secondary side
At plus 8 cent starting reactivity they make power to grwo to 0.5% of total power
and reaching the temperature rate 15-20 C/hour
During this process reactivity is compensating with control assembly group to
change reactivity between +-2 cents
Temperature is measured.(followed) by VERONA system up to 265
Improving the accuracy with:
• matrix mixing estimation of inlet flow,
• averaging several cycles.

3. Coolant flow and velocity estimation via the core (45-701)

3.1. History

It has been recognized (see for example Kosaly es Wach 1974) that in boiling water

reactors (BWR) the phase between axially placed incore neutron detectors depends on

frequency almost linearly or more exactly it undulates around the linear function.

Kosaly and Wach gave a rather simple phenomenological model to describe that

phenomena. This model can be used to estimate the velocity of the coolant in BWRs.

Much later in 1980 it was found first in Borssele reactor (Por, 1981, Katona et al,

1982) in the Netherlands, that in pressurized water reactor the phase function on

frequency show undulation around the zero line. This can be described by the same

model and thus it can be used also for parameter estimation

Temperature and pressure instrumentation in VVERs and their testing p. 18
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Very interesting experiment took part in an early WWER type reactor (70 MWe) in

Rheinsberg, where an experimental fuel assembly was constructed and inserted into

the reactor core (see detail in special issue of Atomkernenergie). The flow rate could

be regulated by inlet valve of the experimental assembly, consequently the flow rate

could be reduced from the nominal value to 30%. Thus condition had been changed

from normal WWER PWR reactor condition up to boiling stage in the given fuel

assembly, up to boiling water reactor condition. This experiment proved that the phase

dependence on frequency changed from undulation around the zero to undulation

around the linear phase.

It has been shown by thermohydraulic estimations that linear phase can be measured

in PWR at hot spots, at those parts of the fuel assembly, where subcooled boiling

process was initiated (Rindelhardt et al, 1985).

Several anomalies were observed in measurements made in PWRs and several

theoretical model developments were made to explain the deviation from this simple

picture (Glockler et al, 1986). For example, in Paks NPP there were observed phase

functions on frequency between axially placed neutron detectors, which exhibited an

opposite beginning slope and the phase was turned back to normal direction only at

about 1 Hz. This was noticed mainly for detectors at the bottom of the core.. In many

measurement two different slopes were observed. Also in some cases half of the real

velocity was estimated from the slope. To explain this several corrections to the

original model were published.

3.2 Experiment to investigate deviances

It was also observed even in laboratory experiment in a critical assembly that the

origin of the boiling (or temperature noise) affect on the results considerably (Por-

Krinizs IMORN 17). Boiling was imitated using air bubbles. Change of APSD

corresponded to observation in PWRs.

It has been shown that the opposite slope can be found if the noise source was

between the two detectors. Here we show a more careful experiment which were

carried out in a 100 kW research reactor. Bubbles were generated at different

elevation, while incore spnd were positioned at different elevations as well. Model

was corrected.
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Experimental setup

Experiments were carried out at 50 kW nuclear power at the training reactor of

Technical University of Budapest. The height of the active core is 500 mm. The

experimental test section (See Fig) was inserted into a vertical irradiation channel

situated in the middle of a fuel assembly and nitrogen gas was injected into the core at

three different elevations separately. For the detection of neutron flux fluctuation

three axially displaced self powered neutron detectors were used, each of them having

an emitter made of Hf. A fourth Hf detector (marked by D4) placed far from the test

section in the reflector region served as far-filed sensor completed the set-up.

Neutron detector
signals

D3 detector

D2 detector...

D1 detector -

B3 injection point

B2 injection point

B1 injection point

CORE
HEIGHT

Experimental set up

Model modification

The well-known local-global concept - Wach and Kosaly(1974) - was a bit modified

to take into account the different elevations of origin of bubbles. We adopt the

notation from (Kosaly et a!.. 1982) and follow exactly the description of noise fields

presented in that paper with the above mentioned modification. Therefore Eq. (2) of

the above cited paper reads as:

8a(co , z) = 8a(co, z0)-exp(-ico

5a(co , z) = 0
v (1)

where z0 is the elevation of injection

Due to eq. (1) the normalised global flux fluctuation can be written as:

8<t>gi(co)/<t>o = yG(co)Xgi(co)' 5a(co,z0)' exp(-iQ) where Q = co(H-z0)/2v (2)

The normalised local noise can be written in a similar form to the global one:
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5<b/(co,z)/(j)(z) = C'X/.z(co)' 5a(co,z0)' exp(-i©/.2) (3)

where cp/.z = co(z-z0)/v according to (1).

C - is a factor which relates fluctuations of moderator density (fluctuations of cross

sections) in the detector sensitive region to thermal flux fluctuations.

in equations (2) and (3) factors Xgi(co) and X/.z(co) are the so-called global- and local

spectral windows. Both of them have typical spatial and spectral behaviour which are

described in papers from van Dam (1976), Behringer et al.{\911) and Kosaly (1980,

1982).

Experimental results

NAPSDs of the signals of detectors D1,D2, D3 with injection from Bl compared to

the case of lacking bubbles can be seen on Fig below. The effect of bubbles on

detector response is apparent from the APSDs. But the NAPSDs of detector Dl

differs considerably from the autospectra of D2 and D3. One can notice the clear

appearance of a characteristic sink at 2Hz in the NAPSD of Dl which is just above the

elevation of injection in this case. NAPSDs of D2 and D3 - which are far above the

elevation of bubble injection - do not exhibit sinks and are qualitatively the same.

It is remarkable that a phase jump and a sink in coherence also appear at the same

frequency (2Hz) between Dl and the other two detectors in case of the same injection

point.

It is even more interesting how the NAPSDs of the upper detectors (i.e. D2 and D3)

behave as the elevation of injection (z0) gets closer to the detectors. It can be seen on

Fig.5. and Fig.6. that a sink appears in the NAPSD of detector D2 when bubbles are

injected into the core at elevation B3. Even NAPSD of D3 starts to show a sink when

injection is at the same point. There is no such a sink in NAPSD of D2 or D3 while

the injection is well below these detectors (in case of injection from B1 and B2).
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These experimental results show that a sink appears in APSD of the detector if the

injection point falls close enough to the detector (roughly within about 10 centimetres

according to our measurements).
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If one looks to the NAPSD of D2 recorded at injection from B3 again (See above), it

can be seen that the sink is at about 4 Hz and . one can observe phase jump and sink in

coherence between detector Dl and D2 also at 4 Hz.. It must be noted that in this case

Dl senses only global noise because of the fact that injection is well above that

detector. It implies that this phase behaviour is due to local noise sensed by the

detector situated just nearby the point of injection. Further experimental evidence for

this idea is the phase behaviour - i.e. a phase jump and sink in coherence at 2Hz -

between Dl and the far-field sensor D4 when bubbles are injected from Bl (See next

fig). The NCPSD between these detectors reads as:

NCPSDz.ff =APSDSot(w.20) [y2 |G(»)| :Wgl + y G Xg,C X/.z* exp(-i(Q-cp/.z)) ]

(4)

where z is elevation of the centre of near-field detector

Since in (4) only the second (local-global interference) term is responsible for phase

dependency on frequency the measured phase behaviour can be attributed to this term.
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: Phase and coherence between Dl and D4 when injection is at Bl.

Let us examine the NAPSD of a detector according to our model .
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The NAPSD of a detector placed at elevation z reads as:

N A P S D Z = A P S D 6 a ( o , z o ) [ Y 2 J G ( a 3 ) | 2 W g l + 2 " y C | G ( c o ) | [ X g l | X , , z f p ^ . Z ]

(5)

Taking into account the above findings the sink observed in NAPSD can be explained

as a result of a negative interference between local and global noises. This sink

appears at the frequency where the cosine factor of the local-global interference term

in (5) reaches its minimum. As it can be seen from (5) this frequency depends on the

position of detector, the injection and on the phase term cpgi which in turn also depends

on z0 and the actual axial flux distribution. The significance of this sink in (5) depends

on the actual local/global ratio at the above mentioned frequency and thus on the value

of factor C, too. If one sets appropriate value of factor C for each mutual detector-

injection position then the modified model reproduces the measured sink in spectrum

well.(See last two figs.)

Conclusions

It was concluded from the experimental results that measured response of incore

neutron detector to bubbles strongly depends on the relative position of detector and

point of bubble injection. Neutron noise spectra (APSD) show characteristic sink

when the origin of bubbles falls in the close vicinity of the of detectors. This

phenomenon can be explained in our concept by the effect of negative local-global

interference. Due to this interference term a jump in phase and a sink in coherence

also appear. The frequency of sink depends on the position of detector and injection.
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3.3. Dependence of phase behavior on the boiling condition

It was clear from experience in Rheinsberg NPP. that when boiling appears in PWRs

the phase function between axially placed neutron detectors changes dramatically.

Hence is the idea to use this change for hot spot in fuel assembly using noise

measurements. In fact in Paks NPP several thousands of measurement were made .

which proved that linear behavior of phase between axially placed neutron detector

can be connected with the linear energy production. It was estimated, that linear phase

became characterizing only when the linear energy production is over 2 MW/m in the

given fuel assembly. The linearity of the phase can be characterizes by hypothesis

tests. This test can be used for estimation of margin fro the onset of boiling in the

given coolant channel (assembly)
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5.4. Practical use of propagating perturbances (Case studies at Paks
NPP)
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